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Abst rac t - -We analyze the numerical identification of the transmissivity coefficient in the 
n-dimensional model for linear elliptic equations. This problem arises in a number of important 
practical problems in science. The identification of this coefficient is an inverse problem which is 
highly ill-posed and difficult to solve. In order to address the ill-posedness of this parameter esti- 
mation problem, we use mollification techniques combined with finite differences to get a numerical 
method which is easy to implement in rectangular domains. Some numerical examples of interest for 
n -- 2 are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is related to the identif ication problem described as follows: 
Prob lem P: Let ~ C R n be some open bounded domain with a piecewise smooth boundary  OFt. 
Given the functions u and f ,  identify the transmissiv i ty coefficient a(x) in the ell iptic equat ion 
given by 
div(a(x)XTu(x)) = f(x),  x E Ft. (1) 
Appropr ia te  boundary  condit ions have to be supplied. 
When u and f are known exactly, problem (P) reduces to solving a hyperbol ic equat ion with 
suitable boundary  condit ions and regularity on u and f (see [1]) which guarantee a unique 
solution. Richter [2] proposed a modified upwind difference scheme for this hyperbol ic  problem. 
In the sequel, we consider I = Ft = (0, 1) x (0, 1 ) . . .  x (0, 1). 
We are interested in analyzing the practical problem when u and f are not known exactly, and 
instead of u and f ,  we know the functions u ~ and f (  in C°(Ft) such that  
Ilu - u~]Icc <_ e and IIf - felloo _< e. 
The following are some inherent mathemat ica l  difficulties that  make this problem il l-posed [3]. 
I. Since u is known only approximately,  we confront the problem of determining Vu, 
and it is well known that  numerical differentiation is an i l l-posed problem. 
II. In some cases, a is not uniquely determined by the measurements u ~, f~. 
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III. We can have a finite number of points xi E ~ where Vu(x i )  = O. Then a(x i )  = 
f (x i ) /Au(x i )  if Au(z i )  # O. 
IV. We can have the conditions Vu(x0) = 0 and Au(xo)  = 0 for some x0 E Ft. In this 
case, we do not have any information about a(xo) and we cannot expect uniqueness. 
A review of several methods of paramater estimation for the two-dimensional elliptic case can be 
found in [4,5]. In [6], a complete discussion of the one-dimensional elliptic and parabolic cases 
together with numerical schemes and their error analysis is presented. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the mollified version of partial 
derivatives in the xi-direction. In Section 3, the general model is discussed with the corresponding 
stability and convergence analysis. In Sections 4 and 5, we present he analysis of the finite 
difference scheme and the numerical experiments related with the method for n -- 2. 
2. MOLLIFIED VERSION OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
IN THE xi-DIRECTION 
In order to study the mollified version of partial derivatives in the xi-direction, we define the 
"convolution" in the xi-direction by 




p~, (s) = - -  e - s  /°" i = 1,2 . . . .  , n. 
6iv~ 
The value x is taken in some suitable compact set K6 E I .  We consider 38i _< dist(Ka, OI), 
i=  l , . . . ,n .  
THEOREM 1. I f  u C E C° ( I )  and Ilu - uelIoo,K~ <_ e, then 
(la) I f  °-5-~z  oo,K~ < M~, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n ,  
[ I J~,~ ~ - ~llo~,K~ <-- 4M~ + ~. 
(2b) I f  °2u [ < M~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, 
oo,K~ -- 
Ilvu - 9J~ ¢lloo,g~ <-- 4nMi8 + 8ne 
8 
03u oo,K6 M i i=1 ,2 ,  n, (3c) If  ~ < 3, " " ,  
(40 
llhS~ ¢ - Aulloo,K~ < 4nh7/3 ~+ ~ + ne, 
where 
(' 0Je 1 u OJ~, .  u ) 
¢ J~u(x)=\  ozl (~) '""  oz. (z) , 
i=0 
= max(81,. . . ,  an), 8 = rain(81,..., an), M = max(M1,. .  • , MI~), A)/= max(M~, . . . ,  M~) and 
-~r=max(M31, • , 3)" 
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The proof of this theorem follows from the four lemmas below [7]. 
LEMMA 1. I[ O-~x <_ M~, i : 1,2, . . . ,n ,  then 
oo,g~ 
where 
I l J~u - **lloo,K~ -- 4M$, 
= max(b1  . . . . .  6n), and IQ = max(M 1 . . . . .  M~) .  
< 4nA?/3 ~, 
LEMMA 2. I [u  e • C 0 (I) and ][u ~ - ul[~,K~ < e, then 
llS~, u ~ - sa, ull~,K~ <- ~. 
LEMMA 3. r~U ~ • C ° (5  and llu ~ - ~II~,K~ < ~, then 
8ne 
l lC J~u ~-  CJ~ull~,K~ <_ T '  
where ~ -- min(61,...,  6n). 
LEMMA 4. I f  U ~ • C ° (I) and I[u ~ - u[loo,K~ <_ e, then 
(40 
l lh J6u ~ - £J~ulloo,K~ <_ ~ + he. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
(la) It follows immediately from Lemmas 1, 2 and the triangle inequality. 
Ou (2b) Applying Lemma 1 to 5~7~, we have 
OJ~,u Ou ~,~:~ < aM2~. 
Ox~ Oxi - 
Now, 
OJe, u Ou l 
llVJ6u - Vull~,K~ = Ox~ ~ c¢,K~ <- 4n/~2~. 
i=1 
Using Lemma 3 and the triangle inequality, we obtain the desired result. 
02 u (3e) Applying Lemma 1 to ~ (x), we obtain 
02 J~' u O~u ~,K~ 
cox2 Ox 2 < 4M~5i. 
Then, 
02 u 02 J~, u 
i=l ~gb 
where A~/3 = max{M1,. . . ,  M~}. 
This statement follows by using Lemma 4 and the triangle inequality. 
REMARKS. 
1. By taking ~ =/~ = O(el/2), we have 
I I~ J~ ~ - Vu l l~ ,K~ -~ o, as e -~  o. 
2. By taking 6 : ~ = O (eU4), we obtain 
I I h J~u ~ - Aull~,K~ -~ 0, as ~ -~ 0. 
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3. THE n -D IMENSIONAL ELL IPT IC  MODEL 
Equation (1) can be written as 
VaVu + aAu = f. (2) 
This problem is considered under each of these two assumptions: 
A1 i~f{[Vu(x)[} > 0. 
or  
A2 i~f{max[Vu(x)i,Au(z)} > 0, or i~f{max]Vu(x)[,-Au(x)} > 0. 
The existence and uniqueness results associated with equation (2) under assumption A2 can be 
found in [1]. 
THEOREM 2. [1] (EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS) I[U E C2(~) and IVu[ > A > 0, then [or any 
f 6 L°°(12), equation (2) has a unique solution assumingprescribed values at the inflow boundary 
71 (i.e., the set of points on Of~ where a characteristic originates), and 
<_ c(u  { ,o, + } , 
where 
[u] = Sup u - Infu, 
q = Sup -Au  
o 
C(u) = max {l,exp q[@ } • 
We consider a mollified version of equation (2), given by 
Va~¢J~u + a~ £ ]~u = f 
with exact data, and 
with noisy data, where 
Vai~y:hu ~+ a ih :hu  ~ = i ~ 
[OJ~,u, O,7~=u OJ~. u~ ~J~=t~ 0z2 ' "  ~) '  
OJ6, u and ~ is the mollification of u in the xi-direction. The symbol AJ~u is defined by 
02 J~, u 02 J62u 02j~.u 
(3) 
(4) 
Ila~lloo,K~ < ,9(~) p la~l + ~ Ilflloo,~ , 
C(u) =max 1,exp ~-~ max S~p 
where 
We present the theorem of existence and uniqueness for the solution of equation (3). The proof 
of this theorem follows the ideas given by Richter [1] in his proof of the Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. If Ob~z~ (X) > A > O, x e K~, then for any f E L°°(~), equation (3) has a unique 
solution assuming prescribed values at the inflow boundary T1 of K6, and 
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PROOF. Given any arbitrary P ~ K~, let C be the corresponding characteristic through P and 
Q • OK~ the boundary point at which C originates. Since I;~7(x ) > A > 0, this implies by 
i 
definition of Je, u(x), that ~ _> A > 0. Thus, the characteristics are well defined. If we 
parameterize also with respect o the arclength, we have 
dx ~T Je u 
ds IIV J~ ull 
We prove now that the length, l~, of every characteristic, is bounded. 
~16 ,,~TJ~u,, ds < 1 ~o '6 1 ~o '~ "~TJ6u"2 ds 
l~ = 11~7 J~ull inf 11~T J~ull 11~T Jeull ds < = - - inf IIV J~ull IIV J~u H 
_ 1 [ l ,  ~TJ~u. ~TJ6u 
inf 11~T J~ull ~u 11~T J~ul I ds 
1 /o l~ (O J, h u dXl 
= inf H~TJ~ull \ Ozl " d-'--s + -  
By definition, 
Ox2 d--~- +""  + Ox-'---~ " ds ] ds. 
O J~,u /?  si) O~xi 
0X i (X) = ph, (Zi -- (Z l , . . . ,  Si,..., Zn) ds~ 
O0 
/ ?  Op~, (xi xn) dsi, = 
therefore, 
/o l~ OJ~, dxi u(x(s)) • -~s ds = 
Thus, 
/; (/5 Op~ s~, . . . , x,~) dsi) (x, (s) - si) u(xl,.. ., dXids ds 
~(x i ( s )  " dxi ) - sd-~sdS U(X l , . . .  ,S i , . . .  ,xn)dsi 
= ~ --~s(p~,(xi(s)-si)) ds U(Xl . . . . .  si . . . . .  zn)dsi 
/? = (p~ (x~(l~) - si) u(xl , . . . ,  si , . . . ,  xn) dsi 
O0 
/? - p~i(xi(O) - si) u(xl, . . .  ,si, . . .  ,xn)dsi 
O0 
= J6iU(Xl(S),..., zi(l~),..., xn) - J&U(Xl(S),..., xi(O),..., xn) 
_< Sup u - Infu = [u]. 
l~ < I /o l~ (OJ~,u . dXl 
- inflIVJsull \ Oxl ds 
1 n < < [u]. 
- inf 11~TJ~ull - 
K~ 
OJ62u dx2 OJ6,u dxn~ 
+ cOx----~" ds + ' "  + Ox---'-'~" ds ] ds 
Along this characteristic, equation (3) reduces to 
da6 
ICJ  ul Ts  + u = I. 
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Taking s = 0 at P and integrating from Q to P, we obtain 
as(P) =a~(Q)exp - = ds + 
l, IVJ~ ul ,, IVY8 ul {- L ° A,.7~ ds' } ds, IV J6 ul 
where 16 is the arclength of C between Q and P. Thus, 
ladP)l < ladQ)l e q~l~ + II111oo eq'" -.1 
inf [ ~',.?s u[ qs 
K6 
IVY;  " 
For any P E Ks, 
and 
Now, 
las(Q)l e q''' _< sup I asl max {1, e q~l~ }, 
"Y1 
e q616 - -  1 
< max {1, e q616 } < max {1, e q~(n[u]/A) }. 
q~ls - 
-h j6u  = OlYs, u - ps, (xi - si) ~ (xl,. . .  
i=1 ~ i=1 oo 
< ~ Sup (-O2uh Sup t 0~ ) _ \ x  ) <_ n max 
i=1 n 1-<i_<n 
, si,. • •, xn) dsi 
Since ~.flV,.78 ul > A, then 





q6 - sup K, I-~'-~ ]u~" J ~ 
n max S~pf  -02u'~ 
1_<,_<. t, ox~ )" 
} Ilaelloo,K6 < C(u) Piael + -~- I l f l l~ ,a  , 
C(u) =max 1,exp ~-~ max S~p 02u l<_i<n 
3.1. Stability and Convergence Analysis 
The following results give the stability and convergence analysis. 
LEMMA 5. (CONSISTENCY) Under the conditions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have 
It a - a~lloo,K ~<_ C(u) {M6 + tin - a~lloo,oK~}, 
where 
M = M (37/~.,A:/a, llulloo,r~,llVadloo,r~,llalloo,K~), and 6-- max{6~ . . . .  ,~fn}. 
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PROOF. Applying Theorem 2 to the identity 
V(a -  a~)Vu + (a -  a~)hu = Va~ (V(]'~u- Vu) + a~ (/%J~ u -  Au),  
we have 
-a,~lloo,~:~ _<C(~){ Ila~- alloo,0K, + ~ IlVa~II~,K~ IIV~u- Vulloo,K~ Ila 
+ Ila,~lloo,K,, IIhJ~u - AulI~,K~ }. 
Using Theorem 1, we have 
1193"~u - Wlloo,K~ < 4n/t~/28, II,'t3"~u - nulloo,~ s 4nM3~. 
By definition of the constants C(u) and C(u), it is clear that 
C(u) <_ 0(~). 
Then, 
Ila - a611oo,K~ <_ C(u) { lla -- a~lloo,K~ + 4n~'I2 [~2 6NVa~lloo,K~ + 4n~13611ahlloo,K~ } 
where M = M(/~2,/~3, IlUlIoo,K6, HVahlloo,K~, Ilallo~,g6). 
LEMMA 6. (STABILITY) If HU -- Uelloo,g~ <_ e and Ill - feHoo,g~ <- e, then 
_ ¢8n[u] /'40 12~ n)e}  
Ilaa-a~tl<>o,K~ < d(u) {lla~-a~lloo,OK~ + \ ),28 IlVa~lloo,K~+ila611oo,K~ I t -~+~-, )  • 
PROOF. Applying Theorem 3 to the identity 
we obtain 
a~ll<>o,K~ _< d(J~u){ Ila~--a$ll<,o,OK~ +  IlVa~II<,o,K, II¢3"~U- 93~)11o<>,K~ Ila6 i 
% 
+ Ila$11~,K~ IIAJ~u - ¢J~u'lloo,K~ + IIZ -/ ' l loo,K~ }, 
where 
C( J6u) :max{ l ,exp(~ max Sup(  O2J~u'~'~ 
1<~<. ~, 0:4 ) )  j 
Using Lemmas 3 and 4, we have 
8he 
II¢J~u - 9JJIIoo,~ < 7- '  
7) I Ih Jsu-  hJ~u'll<,o,K~ < ~ + n~. 
By definition of C(J~u), 
$0-1-¢ 
~(J~u) < d(~). 
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Then, 
= ~(u) 1 + T llVa$11oo,K + Ila~lloo,K +--= e + Ila6 -- aslloo,OK, • 
THEOREM 4. (CONTINUOUS ERROR ESTIMATE) Under the conditions of Lemmas 5 and 6, we 
have 
Ila - a~ll~,g~ <- M~ {( (40 } 
+ C(u) 1 + -~ IIVa~ll~,g6 + Ila~llcc,g6 ~- + n e + 21la - a~lloo,og6 . 
PROOF. It follows from Lemmas 5 and 6 and the triangle inequality. 
4. MARCHING SCHEMES AND THEIR  ANALYS IS  
For the finite difference schemes, we consider the case n = 2, with equation (2) reduced to 
0-~ ~ + ~ = y(x, u). (5) 
We assume that the functions u' and f '  are discrete functions in [0, 1] × [0, 1], measured at the 
(N + 1)(M + 1) samples points 
1 1 
(x i ,y j )  = ( ihl , jh2);  0 < i < N; 0 < j < M; hi = -~; h2 = -~.  
Once the radii of mollification 61, 62 and the discrete mollified functions ,7~1 u' - - in  the x- 
direction--and 3"62 u ~- in  the y-direction--are determined, we calculate ~ and ~ by us- 
ing centered ifferences at the sample points of the compact set K61~2 = [361, 1-361] × [362, 1-362]. 
The number of sample points in K8~2 is K1K2, where K1 = int {(1 - 661)/hi} + 1 and K2 = 
int{(1 - 662)/h2} + 1. We consider the following partition of [0, 1] × [0, 1]: 
x0 = 0, xl = 361 + h i , . . .  ,xgl -2 - -~ 1 - 361 - hi, xg~- i  = 1, 
Y0 = 0, Yl = 362 -4- h2 . . . . .  YK~-2 ---- 1 -- 362 -- h2, YK2-1 = 1, 
and the mollified version of equation (5), given by 
Using Taylor's expansion, we have, for 2 < i < K1 - 3, and 2 < j < K2 - 3, 
Of  16~ u" (xi ,y j)  = ffs~ u" (x i+l ,y j )  - fls~ u ' (x , _ l ,y j )  + 0 (h2),  
Ox 2hi 
OJ~2 u" (z~,yj) = J~2 u" (z~,yj+l) - ff~2 u" (z~,yj-1) + O(h~). 
Oy 2h2 
For i= lor j= l ,  wehave 
0,7~, u¢ (xby j )  = fl~' u" (z2, Yj) - ,]'~ u" (361,yj) + O(h~), 
Ox 2hi 
O,7~Ox u¢(x~'Yl )= ,7~ u~(x~, y2) 2h2- fl~ u~ (x~, 362) + O(h2), 
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and for i = K1 - 2 or j = K2 - 2, we get 
aS51 u~ (XK l - : ,y j )  = ,751 ~ (zK_3 ,y j )  - ,751 u ~ (1 - 35 l ,y j )  + O(h~), 
Ox 2hl 
0J52 u ~ (xi, YK2-2) = JS: u ~ (xi, XK2-3) -- J52 U~ (Xi, 1 -- 352) O(h2). 
Ox 2h2 + 
For 2 < i < K1 - 2, and 2 _< j _< K2 - 2, we introduce the following notation: 
Pl ( i , j )  : J51 ue(zi+l,Yj) - ,]51 ue (x i - l , y j )  
2hl 
P2 ( i, j ) = ,752 u ~ 
PI (1 , j )  = J51 u~ 
P2(i, 1 )= J52u~ 
PI(K1 - 2, j )  = J51 u~ 
(x i ,Y j+l )  -- ~52 ue (x i ,Y j -1 )  
2h2 
(x2,Y j )  -- ,]51 Ue (3(~1, yj)  
2hl 
(xi, y2) - ,752 u ~ (xi, 352) 
2h2 
(XK1-3, Yj) -- JS1 u£ (1 - 351,yj) 
2hl 
(xi, YK2-3) -- ~752 U~ (Xi, 1 -- 3(~2) 
P2( i ,K2  - 2)  = J52  u ~ 
2h2 
Therefore, 
~51 U e 
Ox 
- -  (xi, yj) = P l ( i , j )  + O(h~) (7) 
and 
OG52u ~ 
Oy (xi ,y j)  = P2(i, j)  +O(h~). 
We begin the numerical analysis by assuming that: 
1. All the values P l ( i , j )  are of the same sign and satisfy 
(s) 
IP~(i,j)l >_/~hl. 
All the values P2(i , j )  are of the same sign and satisfy 
[P2(i,j)[ > )~h2. 
2. For some io, P l ( io , j )  = 0 for all 0 _< j < / (2 ,  and for some jo, P2(i,jo) = 0 for all 0 < i < K1. 
These conditions imply that we have a unique critical point at (io,jo). 
Let's denote 
"~1 = min {'~hl, )~h2} " (9) 
This quantity will be used later in Lemma 7. 
To define the algorithm to estimate the coefficient at the grid points, we consider the following 
cases: 
I. P1 and P2 have the same sign. 
II. P1 and P2 have different signs. Here we have two subcases: 
1. P l ( i , j )  >0andP2( i , j )  <0fora l l l< i<K1-2 ;  1 < j<_K2-2 .  
2. P l ( i , j )  < 0 and P2(i , j )  > 0 for all 1 < i < K1 - 2; 1 _< j < K2-  2. 
I I I . For some (io,Jo), P l( io, j )  = 0 for all 1 <_ j <_ Ks - 2, and P2(i,jo) = 0 for all 
l< i<K1-2 .  
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CASE I. P1 and P2 have the same sign. For this case, we consider 
0-7 a 162 Oz } (xi, y,) 
1(  O fl61u ~ ~ O fl61u ~ ) 
= h-~ a~162 (xi, yj) T (x~,yj) - a~6~ (Xi-l,yj) T (Xi-l,yj) + O(hl). (10) 
0 (%62 °J62u   Oy ] (xi,yj) 
1 (~ Ofl62U~(xi,yj) ~ (xi,yj_l) O,76,u~ ) --h--2 a6 '62(x"Y i )~ -a6'62 ---~--y (xi, Yj-l) +O(h2). (II) 
Replacing equations (10), (11) and using equations (7), (8) in equation (6), we have after some 
simplifications 
a~62 (xi, yj) = hlh2ff(zi, yj) + a~162 (zi-1, yj)h2Pl(i - 1,j) (12) 
h2Pl(i,j) + hlP2(i,j) 
a~62(zi,yj_l)hlP2(i,j - 1) 
-~ h2Pl(i,j) + hlP2(i,j) + O(hih2). 
We define the finite difference approximations by 
A~16~(i,j)= h~h2f f ( i ' j )+A~162( i -1 ' j )h2P i ( i - l ' J )  A ~ 
h2Pl(i,j) + hi P2(i,j) + 6162(i,j - 1) hl P2(i,j - 1) h2 Pl(i,j) + hl P2(i,j) ,(13) 
1<i<K1-2 ;  1<j_<K2-2 .  
To compute A~6162 (i,j), the values A~62(i, 1)Pl(i, 1 ) and A~162(1,j)P2(1,j) have to be known. 
The exact values of a~162 (x l, yj) and a~162 (xi, Yl) are given by 
(351 +hi)h2fe(xi,Yj)  +ge(O, yj)h2 aea162(xi,Yj_i)hlP2(1,j - 1) 
a~16~(xl'yJ)= h2Pl(1,j)+(351+h1)P2(1,j) +h2Pl(1, j)+(351+h1)P2(1, j)  
+ O((351 + hi) h2), (14) 
= 
Similarly, 
all62 (xl, yl) = 
hl(352+h2)fe(xi,y1)+a ~ (xi - l ,y1)(362+h2)Pi( i - l ,1)  6162 
(352 + h2) Pl(i, 1) + hi P2(i, 1) 
ge (xi, 0) hi 
+ (352 + h:) Pl(i, 1) + hi P2(i, 1) + 0((352 + h2) hi). (15) 
(361 + hi) (352 + h2) ff(xl,yl) + ge(O, yl) (352 + h2) 
(352 + h2) PI(1, 1) + (351 + hi) P2(1, 1) 
ge(xl,0) (351 T hi) 
Jr (362 + h2) P1(1, 1) + (351 + hl)/'2(1, 1) + O((351 + hi) (352 + h2)). (16) 
We define the finite difference approximations by 
A ~ " (351+hl)h2ff(1'j)+g~(O'j)h2 A~162(l' j-1) h lP2(1 ' j -1 )  (17) 
6162(1'3) ---- h2Pi(1,j) + (351 +hl)P2(1,j) ÷ h2Pi(1,j) + (351 +hl)P2(1,j) '  
h1(362 + h2) if(i, 1) + A ~6162 (i - 1, 1) (3/f2 + h2) Pl(i - 1, 1) 
A~162(i, 1) = (352 + h2) Pl(i, 1) + hi P2(i, 1) 
g~ (i, 0) hi 
-~ (352 + h2) Pl(i, 1) + hi P2(i, 1)' (18) 
A~162(1, ) = (351 + hi) (3/f2 + h2) i f ( l ,  1) + g~(0, 1) (352 + h2) 
(352 + h2)Pl(1, 1) + (351 + hi) P2(1, 1) 
ge(1,0) (361 + hi) 
"~ (352 + h2) PI(1, 1) + (361 + hi) P2(1, 1)" (19) 
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This marching scheme moves in the positive direction along the x-axis and the y-axis. We now 
establish the proof of convergence and stability of this marching algorithm. 
LEMMA 7. ~1 c Pl(i, j) and P2(i,j) are of the same sign, the discrete problem 14 has a unique 
solution and 
] ]A~ ]1oo~ ~ Co \{2<z<i} ( max{2_(k~j} {] A~:  (l, 1)l, IA~ (1, k ) ]}~ + --I]f~]]°°A1 ) "
PROOF. Since Pl(i, j) and P2(i,j) are of the same sign, Pl(i, j) + P2(i,j) ~ O. Therefore, if 
values A~2( i ,  1)Pl(i, 1) and A~I~2(1,j)P2(1,j) are given, the discrete problem 13 has a unique 
solution. 
According to (13), for fixed integers i and j, we have 
iA~,6~( i , j ) l  < IA~,~( i  - 1,j)[ h2 lP~( i  - 1,j)l 
- h2lPl(i,j)l + h, lP2(i,j)[ 
-~ [A~2(i, j - 1)[ hl[P2(i,j - 1)[ + hlh2[[f~][oo 
h21Pl(i,j)[ + hl]P2(i,j)[ h2[Pl(i,j)[ + hltP2(i,j)[' 
< max{IA},62 (i - 1,j)l, IA}~6:(i,j - 1)l}(h21P~(i - 1,j)l + hllP2(i,j - 1)1) 
- h21P~(i,j) I + h~lP2(i,j)l 
hlh2 [If~llo~ 
h~ ÷ h2 A1 ' 
where the constant A~ was defined by equation (9). 
0~ 
Since P~(i,j) is the finite difference approximation for ~ (x~, yj) and 
pl( i , j )  
we have that 
[P,(i - 1,j) - P,(i,j)l <_ Pl(i - 1,j) 
OJ~, u ~ Y¢) a~ (~'  = o(h~), 
Ox (xi- l ,yj) 
÷ ~(X i - l ,Y j )  OX ÷ 
<_ 0(h21) + O(hl) + O(h 2) = O(hl). 
oJ~'u°'x " P l ( i , j )  ~ t  i, y j )  - 
In a similar way, we have 
Now, 
IP2(i,j - 1) - P2(i,j) I = O(h2). 
A~ • . - -  IA~,6:(i,j)l < max{lA~,a~(i- l,j)L, I a~a~(z,j 1)1} 
( O(hlh2) ) hlh2 ']f~]]oo h21Pl(i,j)l + hllP2(i,j)l + - -  _ _  
× h21Pl(i,j)l + hllP2(i,j)l h21Pl(i,j)[ + hllP2(i,j)l + hi + h2 )~1 
A ~ . .  ( c h lh2)  hlh2 "f~H~ 
<_max{[A~16,(i- l , j) l ,  ] ~,e2(z,3-1)]} 1+ h i+h2 +hi+h------22 A1 ' 
for some constant C. 
Let's denote by h the quantity (hlh2)/(hl + h2). Thus, without lost of generality, we can 
suppose i < j, and 





<( l+Ch)2max{ lA~62( i  2,j)l,lA~,~=(i 1, j  1)t,I 8~=(*,a 2)1} 
+ {(1 + Ch) + 1} hll/ ' l l~ 
m ' A ~ . . ,  A ~ ' " <( l+Ch)  i ax{lA6,a=(1,J)l,I 6~6=(2,j-1)1, • I 6,6=(z,3-i)1} 
+ {(1 + Ch) ' - '  + . . .  + 1} hll/ ' l l~ 
kl 
< (1 + Ch) i - l ( i  + Ch) max {IA~,a=(1,j) . . . . .  IA~,,a=(i, j - i - 1)l } 
hllf'lloo + {(1 +Ch)  i-1 +. . .+  1} A1 
- -  , A ~ < (1 +Ch)~- l ( i+Ch) J -1  max {IA~,a~(1, k)] I 6~62(/,1)[} 
{1</<i} {l<k<j} 
+ {(1 + Ch) i+j-2 +. . .  + 1}h[[ff[[~ 
{(1 + Ch) i+j-2 +. . .  + 1} hllf~ll~ 
is a geometric series with ratio (1 + Ch) and, as such, sums to 
1 - ( l+Ch)  i+j-1 1 Ch) ~+j-1 - 1} < 1 
1 - (1 + Ch) = C---h {(1 + _ ~-~ {(1 + Ch) '+j - 1}. 
Using 
(1 + Ch) i+j < e ch(i+j) = eC ~11_ 2 (i + j)  < e C x, eCy, <_ e2C = Ca ,. 
by taking Co = Max {C~, 1/C},  we have the desired result: 
, ( . IIAa, e=II~ < C0 max {IA},a,(/, 1)1, I axa=(1, k)l} + 
{_<t_<i} {<k_<j} 
LEMMA 8. ff a, b, c, d are scalar and c, d have the same sign, then 
c+d - 'ldl J 
The proof of this lemma can be 
LEMMA 9. The discrete equations 
IA~I~=(1,j)I _< C.(llffl[oo + IIg'll~), 
i = 2, . . . ,K1 - 2, 
for some constant C. 
found in [2]. 
(17), (18) and (19) satisfy the [ollowing relations: 
lA'61~2 (i, 1)1 ~ C,( l l f ' l l~ + [Ig'll~), 
j = 2 , . . . ,  K2 - 2, 
PROOF. From definition (17) and by Lemma 8, we have 
* { } I a,aa(1,J)] < Max (361 + hi) II/~11~¢ Ig ~ I~ IP2(i,J - 1)l 
<Max {(361+hl )  Hffl]~ g¢l~ ,, } _ -----~--1+ A-------7-,laa,e=v,,j-1)l(l+Cha) 
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< Max {(361 _t_ hi) [If'lloo g'oo } 
- ~+-- -~1 ' as~(1 , j -2 ) l (1+Ch2)  2 
-- ~ + "~1 , la~62(1,j - k)l (1 + Ch2) k 
{ } ~_ Max (351 q- hi) ~ q- , [a~x~(1, )1 (1 + Ch2) j-1 
ilf011 ~ _< Max (351 + hi) ~ -~- - -  
< C.(ll/'ll~ + Ila'll~o). 
Here, we use the fact that 
{ [ ~e~(1,1)[ _<Max (361+h~)~+- - I l f ' l [ °~ 
4 
-< ~ ( (llf¢lloo + Ilg¢[[~) 
Similarly, 
IIg¢11°~),1 ' IIg¢ll~)~l } (1 --I- Ch2) j-1 
[[gel[°°'~l ' [[g~--[1 [°¢ } 
and (1 + Ch2) j - l )  < e C(j-1) h2 ~_ e c. 
IA~5~ (i,1) ~ C,(llfcHoo + IIg¢lloo). 
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THEOREM 5. I f  P l ( i , j )  and P2(i , j )  are of the same sign for all 1 < i < K1 - 1, 1 < j <_ Ks - 1, 
we have 
PROOF. It follows from Lemmas 7 and 9, with C = Max (Co, C,). 
LEMMA 10. According to equations (12) and (13), we have 
a ~ e II ~-  A~lloo 
<_ Co max {la~,~2(xl, Yl) - A~52(l, 1)[, [a~l~_2(xl,yk) - A~l~2(1,k)} + O(hlh2).  {2</_~i} {2~_k~j} 
PROOF. Subtracting equation (12) from equation (13), we obtain 
A , • • (a~,~2 (xi-1, YJ) - A~52 (i - 1,j)) h2Pl(i  - 1,j) 
a~: (x i ,y j )  - ~a~(z,3) = Pl( i , j )  + P2(i, j) 
+ (a~62(zi'YJ) - A ~ e : ( i , j  - 1)) h~P2(i, j  - 1) 
h2 P~(i , j )  + hi P~(i , j )  + O(h~h2). 
Then, 
l a~2(x i ,y j )  - A~62(i , j ) l  
<_ max { la~(X i_ l ,y3)  -A~2( i -  1,j)l, la~l~= (x~, yj-1) -a~152(i , j  - 1)1} 
( h lPl(t:!, L ) 
× \h2  IPl(i , j)[ + hi [P2(i,j)] + O(hlh2). 
Applying the same procedure used in Lemma 7, we get 
]a~15~(x i ,Y j )  -- A~152(i,j) [ 
<_ Co max {la6162(xt,y1)-A~l~2(l, ) [a~62(x l ,yk ) -  asle2(1, k)l } ~-O(hlh2).  {2<I_<~) {2<k<j} 
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LEMMA 11. According to equations (14)-(19), we have 
la~,~2(xl,Yj) - A~I~,(1,j)I _< O((351 + hx)(352 + h2)) 
l a~2(z i ,y l )  - A~,62(1,j)I < O((351 + hl)(352 + h2)). 
PROOF. 
lal,8, (xl, y~) -- A~,62 (1, J)l = 
<_ 
and 
I(al,62(xl, Yj-1) -A~,62(1,J - 1))(351 4- hl)P2(1, j  - 1)1 
h2Pl(1, j )  + (351 + hi P2(1,j) 
+ O((351 4- hi) h2) 
I(a6,62(xl,Yj-1) - A6~62( ,3 - 1)) (351 + hi) P2(1,j - 1)l 
+ C(351 + hi)h2 
I(a~62(xl,yj_2) - A~62(1, j - 1))(361 + hl) P2(1, j  - 2)1 
+ 2C(351 + hi) h2 
<_ ](a~,a~ (xl, Yl) - A~,a~ (1, 1)) (351 4- hi)/92(1, 1)1 
+ (j - 1) C(351 4- hi) h2 
_< O((351 + hl)2(352 + h2)) + C(351 + hi) 
= O((351 + hi)(362 + h2)). 
THEOREM 6. (DISCRETE ERROR ESTIMATE) Under the conditions of Lemmas 10, 11 and The- 
orem 4, 
Ila-A~162,oo 
8[y~ u] , < M~ + C(u) { (l +~,,Va6,6~IIoo,K~ + 2Na6,621I~,K, (~+7) )~ + 211a-a$~621io~,OK, }
+ O ((351 + hi) (352 + h2)), 
where 6 -- max{51,52} and $ = min{61, 52}. 
PROOF. From Lemmas 10 and 11, we get 
Ila~,6~ - A' 6,62 Iloo _ < O ((351 + hi) (352 4- h2)). 
According to Theorem 4, 
Ila - a~,a2 II~,g, 
<M6+C(u)  {( l+~l lVa~162[ i~,K,+2i la}162] l~,s , :  , /'40 12~ e) ' - o~ ~,~-+7-) +21i,~-%6211~,o,<, j .  
Using the triangle inequality, we obtain the result. 
CASE II. P1 and P2 have different signs. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can suppose 
that P l ( i , j )  > 0 and P2(i , j )  < 0. Consider 
,( , ,  
Ox a}x62 Ox (xi,yj-1) = ~1 a~'62(x i 'Y3 -1)~tx i 'Y J ) )  
1 ~ x 0Y61 u" 
h, (x,-,,yj)) + (2o) 
-~y ta6:t6,, -~y )(xi,Yj-1).~ E a~'6"(xi'YJ)---O--Y---Y (xi'yj) 
,OJ6:u' ,  ,'~ 
I aeai6i(xi,Yj-l)~txi,Yj-x)) + O(h2). (21) 
he 
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From equations (20), (21), using equations (7) and (8), after replacing (xi, yj) by (xi, Yj-I) in 
equation (6), we have 
a~162 (xi, y j -1)  = hi h2 f~(xi ,  Yj -1) + a~x~2(xi-1, Yj-1) h2 Pl( i  - 1 , j  - 1) 
h2P l ( i , j  - 1) + hlP2(i,j - 1) 
a~x~2(xi,y j)  hi P2( i , j  - 1) 
-~ h2P1(i , j  - 1) + hlP2( i , j  - 1) + O(hlh2).  
In this case, we consider the difference scheme defined by 
(22) 
A616=(z, 3 - 1) = 
hi h2 f~( i , j  - 1) + A~,62(i - 1, j  - 1)hi Pl( i  - 1, j  - 1)) 
hi P l ( i , j  - 1) - hi P2( i , j  - 1) 
A~,6=(i,j) hi P2( i , j )  i = 2 , . . .  ,K1 - 2; 
h2P l ( i , j -1 ) -h lP2( i , j -1 ) '  j=K2-2 ,K2-2 , . . . ,1 ,  
(23) 
where the values A6~62 (1 , j -  1) and A616: (i,/(2 -2 )  are needed. The exact values of a ~ (xl ,  yj) 6162 
and a~16~ (xi, YK2-2) are given by 
e (361 + hi) h2 fe (x l ,Y j -1 )  + g~(O, yj) h2 
a6162(xl, y j -1)  = h2 P I (1 , j  - 1) + (361 + hi)P2(1, j  - 1) 
a~62(x l ,y j )  (361 -{- hi) P2(1,j) 
- h2P l (1 , j  - 1) - (361 +hl )P2(1 , j  - 1) +O((361 + hi) h2), (24) 
hi (362 + h2) f~ (xi, YK2-2) - g¢ (zi, 0) hi 
+ a~162 (xi-1,  YK2-2) (352 + h2) Pl(i - 1, K2 - 2) 
+ O((361 + hi) h2). (25) 
(362 + h2) Pl(i ,  Ks  - 2) - hi P2(i, Ks  - 2) 
Similarly, 
a~62 (Xl, YK2-2) : (361 -{- hi) (362 + h2) re(x1, YK2-2) -t- ge(O, yK2-1)(362 -{- h2) 
(362 + h2) PI(1, Ks - 2) + (361 + hi) P2(1,/(2 - 2) 
ge(Xl, YK2-1) (361 + hi) 
- (362 + h2) PI(1,/(2 - 2) - (361 + hi) P2(1, K2 - 2) 
+ O((361 + hl)(362 + h2)). (26) 
We define the finite difference approximations by 
A c ~162(1,j- 1) = 
(361 + hi) h2 fe (1 , j  - 1) + g~(O,j) h2 
h2P l (1 , j  - 1) - (361 +hl )P2(1 , j  - 1) 
A~162 (1,j) hlP2(1, j )  
- h2P l ( i , j )  - (361 + h i )P2( i , j ) '  (27) 
A~162(i, Ks  - 2) = 
h1(362 ÷ h2) re(i, K2 - 2) - ge( i, O) hi 
(362 + h2) Pl( i ,  K2 - 2) + hi P2(i, K2 - 2) 
+ A~62(i - 1,K2 - 2) (362 + h2)Pl( i  - 1,K2 - 2) 
(362 + h2) Pl( i ,  K2 - 2) - hi P2(i, K2 - 2) 
(2s) 
A}162 (1, K2 - 2) = 
(361 + hi) {362 + h2) f~(1,/(2 - 2) + g~(0, K2 - 2) (362 + h2) 
(362 + h2) Pl(1, K2 - 2) - (361 + hi) P2(1, K2 - 2) 
g~(1,/(2 - 1) (361 + hi) 
(362 + h2)PI(1, K2 - 2) - (361 + h,)P2( i ,  K2 - 2)  
(29) 
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We can rewrite equation (23) in the form 
A~162(i, g2  - j -  1) = A~2( i -  1,K2 - j -  1) h2P l ( i -  1 ,g - j  - 1) 
h~ P l ( i ,g  - j - 1) - hi P2( i ,g  - j - 1) 
A},e2(i, g - j )  hi P2(i, K - j )  
- h2P l ( i ,g - j -  1) - h lP2( i ,g - j  - 1) 
hi h2 re(i, K2 - j - 1) + 
h2 P l ( i ,g -  j - 1) - hl P2( i ,g -  j - 1)' 
i = 2 , . . . ,K1  - 1; 
(30) 
j = 2 , . . . ,K2 -  1. 
This marching scheme corresponds to calculating A~l,e2(i, j),  in the positive x-direction and in 
the negative y-direction. 
The known values of 
A~e2(0,K2 - j )P I (O ,  K2 - j ) ,  for j  = 1,2,. . .  ,Ks - 1 and 
A ~ (i, K2 -1)P2( i ,  K2 -1) ,  fo r i= l ,2 , .  ,K I -1  
51 ~2 " " 
are the boundary conditions for this scheme. The stability analysis of this algorithm is given in 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 12. H P I ( i , j )  > 0 and P2( i , j )  < 0 for a11 1 < i < K1 - 1, 1 < j <_ K2 - 1, the discrete 
problem 30 has a unique solution satisfying 
II < Co max {IAele (l, g2  - 1)1 IA  e (1,K  - k - 1)1} + 
{2</~i} {2<_k<j} 
PROOF. Since the denominator P l ( i , j )  - P2( i , j )  ¢ 0, the discrete problem 30 has a unique 
solution. According to equation (30), for fixed integers i and j, we have 
IA},~( i ,  K2 - j - 1)[ 
A ~ (i - 1, K2 < I 182  - J -1 ) lh21P l ( i - l ,K - j -1 ) l  
- h21Pl(i, K2_ j _ l ) l+h l lP2( i ,  K2_ j _ l )  I 
IA~l~2(i, K2 - J)l hi IP2(i, K2 - J)l 
+ 
h21PI(i, K2 - j - 1) I + hi IP2(i, K2 - j - 1)1 
hlh211f~lloo + 
h2 IPl(i, K2 - j  - 1)1 + hi IP2(i, K2 - j  - 1)1 
i h21P l ( i - l ,  K2 - j -1 ) [  
<_ max {IA~1~2 ( - 1, g2 - j  - 1)1, IA~,~2(i, K2 - J ) l}  h2 [~,7)T:.~-I ~- /~ 
A~ . hi IP2(i, g - J)l 
+ max {IA~I~(i -  1 ,g - j  - 1)1 , I ~,~2( l ,g -  J)l} h2 IP l ( i , j ) l  + hi IP2(i, j) l  
hih2 Ilfel]~ + -  
hi + h2 )~1 
As discussed in Lemma 7, 
IPl(i, K2 - j )  - P l( i  - 1, Ks  - J)l = O(hl) ,  
and 
Now, 
[P2(i, K2 - j + 1) - P2(i, K2 - j ) [  = O(h2). 
IA~162(i, K2 - j - 1)1 
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< max{[A~,~ ( i -  1, K2 - j - 1)[,[A}I~2(i, K2 - j)]}h2([P~(i,K~ - j -  1)[ 
- h2 [P I ( i ,K - j  - 1)[ + h~ [P2( i ,K - j -  1)[ h2 IP~( i ,K - j  - 1)[ + h~]P2( i ,K - j  - 1)[ 
O(hl) + 
h~ [PI(i, g - j - 1)[ + hi [P2(i, g - j - 1)[ 
max {[A~ (i - 1, K2 - j  - 1)[,[A~:(i ,  K2 - j ) [}  hi (IP2(i, K2 - j  - 1)[ + 
hi [Pl(i, K - j  - 1)] + hi [P2(i, K2 - j  - 1)[ hi ]PI(i, K - j  - 1)[ + hi [P2(i,/(2 - j  - 1)[ 
O(h2) hlh2 ]]ff][oo + + - -  
hl [P l ( i ,K -  j -1) [  + h~ [P2(i, K2 - j -1)[  h i+h2 )~1 
Let's denote again by h the quantity hlh~/(hl + h2). Thus, without loss of generality, we can 
suppose i _< j, and 
[A~I62(i, K2 - j  - 1)1 
< (1+ Ch)max{[A~2( i -  1,K2 - j -  1)[,[A~:(i ,  K2 - j ) [}  + h[[ff][c~ 
- A1 
_ A ~ " -  - 1 ~ - < (l + Ch)2 max {[ 6162(z 2, K2 j - ) [ , [A~( i - I ,K2  j ) [ , IA~:( i ,  K2 - j+ I ) [}  
+ {(1 + Ch) + 1} hllYlloo 
A1 
i -1  A ~ K - ... A ~ - - _< ( l+Ch)  max{[ 2(1, 2 - j  I ) ] , ]A}~6(1,K2- j ) I ,  ,[ 5152(i, K2 j+ i  1)l } 
Jr- {(1 -~- ca)  i -1  -~- • "" -[- 1} hllffH°° 
A1 
_ A ~ • A ~ . . ,  ~ _ < ( l+Ch) i - l ( i+Ch)max{I  ,~2(1,3),] 2 (1 ,K2- j ) ] ,  • lae,~2(i, K2 J+ i ) l}  
+{( l+Ch)  i -1+. . .+1} h[[fe[[°° 
A1 ' 
But 
(1 + Ch)i-1 (i + ca)  j-1 max 
{l_<l<_i} { l<k~j} 
+ {(1 +Ch)  i+j-2 +- . -  + 1} hi[if[I°° 
A1 
{ [a}~62 (1, K2 - k - 1)1, [A~2 (l, Ks - l J} 
{(1+ Ch) i+~-2 +. . .  + 1} h[[ff[]oo 
'~1 
is a geometric series with ratio (1 + Ch) and, as such, sums to 
1 - (1 + Ch) i+J-1 1 1 
1 - (1 + Ch) = C---h {(1 + Ch) i+3-' - 1} < ~ {(1 + Ch) i+~-1 - 1}. 
Using 
h lh•  / . 
(1 + Ch) i+j _< eCh~+h2 [Z + J) = eCZ, eCYJ <_ e2C = C~, 
by taking again Co = Max {C~, (l/C)}, we have the desired result: 
[[ el~,l[oo < Co max {[A}~52(I, K2 -  1) l, [A~Ie2(1, K2 k 1)} 
-- {2</5i} {25k<_j} 
LEMMA 13. The discrete equations (27), (28) satisfy the following relations: 
IA~16~(1,j - 1)l ~< C. (llf¢ll~ + IIg~ll~), (31) 
i =2  . . . . .  K1 -2 ,  
j = 2 . . . .  ,K2 -2 .  
IA~,~2(i, K2 - 2)1 < C. (IlYlI~ + IIg~ll~), (32) 
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PROOF. We proceed as in Lemma 9. 
THEOREM 7. I f  P l ( i , j )  > 0 and P2(i , j )  < 0 for all 1 < i < K1 - 1, I <_ j < Ks - 1, we have 
A ~ II <- c(llf'lloo + IIg ll ) (33) 
PROOF. It follows from Lemmas 12 and 13 with C = Max (Co, C.). 
Proceeding as in Lemmas 10, 11 and Theorem 6, we obtain similar results. 
REMARK. For the case P1 _ 0 and P2 >_ 0 for 1 < i < K1 - 1, and 1 < j < / (2  - 1, we have 
results similar to Theorem 6. 
CASE I I I .  We consider the case Pl( io , j )  = 0 for all 0 <_ j _< K2, and P2(i, jo) = 0 for all 
0 < i < K1, for some (io,jo), (these conditions imply that we have a critical point at (io,jo)). In 
practice, once the singularity is located at (i0, j0), if P1 (i0, j)  # 0 or P2(i, Jo) ~ O, the discrepancy 
is used to correct the values of P l ( i , j )  and P2(i , j ) .  We divide the region 12 in four subregions, 
and depending on the sign of the updated values P1 and P2 in each subregion, we apply the 
marching schemes given in Cases I, and II. The coefficients corresponding to A~l~2(io,j ) and 
A~62(i , jo ) are calculate by interpolation. For example, if we have calculated A~1~2 (i0 -1 ,  j )  and 
A~62(i o + 1,j), we estimate A~2( io , j )  as 
1 A~ . A~ . . A~2( io , j )  = ~ ( ~6~(~0- 1,j) + ~2(~0 + 1,j))  
We proceed similarly with A~le2 (i, j0). 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In this section, we present some numerical results for the identification of transmissivity coef- 
ficients. Here we take hi = h2 = h. In all the examples, the noisy data is obtained by adding e 
random errors to f and u, i.e., 
fe (x i ,y j )  = f (x i ,y j )+cOi , j  and ue(xi,Yj) ~-u(xi,yj)+£?Ti, j ,  
where xi = ih, yj = jh; i , j  = 0,1 . . . .  ,N ,  N2h = 1, and Oi,j and ~i,y are Gaussian random 
variables with values in [-1, 1] such that 
max ]f~(xi,yj) - f (x~,yj) l  < ~, max tu~(xi,yj) - u(xi, yj)l <_ ¢. 
O<_i,j<N O<_i,j<_N 
After selecting the radii of mollification, as explained in [8], we use the discrete weighted 12 
norm on I = [0, 1] × [0, 1] to measure rrors. This norm is defined by 
1/2 
Ilull2,i = (N+l )2  lu(x ,yj)k 2 
j=o i=o 
EXAMPLE 1. Here, we estimate the parameter a(x, y) in equation (2) with 
u(x, y) = exp(x) + exp(y), 
f (x ,y )  = (1 - y) exp((1 - y)x) + (1 - x) exp((1 - z )y ) ,  
0 
a(x,O) ~x u{x,O) = 1, 0 < x < 1, 
0 
a(O,y) -~- u(O,y) = 1, 0 < y < 1. 
oy 
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The exact coefficient is a(x, y) = exp( -xy) .  Figure 1 shows the approximate solution obtained 







F igure  1. Reconst ructed  t ransmiss iv i ty  coeff ic ient in Example  1. 
h = 0.01, e = 0.005,  ~ = 0.04. 
EXAMPLE 2 .  In this example, the data functions are given by 
1 (z  a + ya) ,  
u(z, y) = ~- + v + 
f (x,  y) = 2(1 + y2) (2y + x), 
while the boundary conditions are 
0 u(x,O) = 3, a(~, o) ~x O<x<l ,  
0 u (O,y )= l ,  O<y<l  a(0 ,~)  ~ _ _ . 
The exact coefficient is a(x, y) = ] +y2. We plot the numerical solution for e = 0.005 and 5 = 0.04 
verifying the numerical stability of the method. See Figure 2. 
% 
F igure  2. Reconst ructed  t ransmiss iv i ty  coeff ic ient in Example  2. 
h = 0.01, e = 0.005,  (5 = 0.04. 
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Table 1. Error norms as functions 
of the level of noise. 
ERROR NORMS 
e Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 
= 0.04 $ = 0.04 5 = 0.06 
0.000 0 .0470 0.0262 0.007 
0.002 0 .0476 0.0331 0.015 
0.005 0 .0492 0.0503 0.035 
Figure 3. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient 
in Example 3. h = 0.01, e = 0.005, 6 = 0.06. 
EXAMPLE 3. In this example, we consider the case when IVu[ = 0 at a single point. In this case, 
the data  and the boundary functions are given by 
( u(x ,y )  = x - + y - , a (x ,  0)  
( ~) °u(o,y)=l, 0<y<l .  f (x ,y )  = 4 (1 + y2)  + ay  y - , a (0 ,v )  ~ _ _ 
The exact solution is also a(x, y) -~ 1 + y2. The approximate solution is graphed in F igure 3 
for e = 0.005 and 3 = 0.06. Table 1 i l lustrates the numerical stabil ity of the method for these 
examples. The discrete weighted/2-norm is shown as a function of e and 3. 
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